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Abstract— In this paper we propose a novel policy for steering
multiple vehicles between assigned independent start and goal
configurations and ensuring collision avoidance. The policy rests
on the assumption that agents are all cooperating by implementing the same traffic rules. However, the policy is completely
decentralized, as each agent decides its own motion by applying
those rules only on locally available information, and totally
scalable, in the sense that the amount of information processed by
each agent and the computational complexity of the algorithms
are not increasing with the number of agents in the scenario.
The proposed policy applies to systems in which new vehicle
may enter the scene and start interacting with existing ones
at any time, while others may leave. Under mild conditions on
the initial configurations, the policy is shown to be safe, i.e. to
guarantee collision avoidance throughout the system evolution. In
the paper, conditions are discussed on the desired configurations
of agents under which the ultimate convergence of all vehicles to
their goals can also be guaranteed. To show that such conditions
are actually necessary and sufficient, which turns out to be a
challenging liveness verification problem for a complex hybrid
automaton, we employ a probabilistic verification method. The
paper finally reports on simulations for systems of several tens
of vehicles, and with some experimental implementation showing
the practicality of the approach.

I. I NTRODUCTION
One of the challenging new applications foreseen for
distributed control over networks is traffic management of
multiple vehicle systems. The problem is posed in several
different domains (such as e.g. traffic control of autonomous
or semi-autonomous vehicles, on ground, air, or sea, planetary
exploration, surveillance etc.) and with many different flavours
(e.g. collision avoidance for cars at intersections, free-cruise
assistance for small boats near harbors or aircraft near airports, formation flight for autonomous unmanned aerial or
underwater vehicles, etc.). Multi agent systems offer many
potential advantages with respect to single-agent systems such
as speedup in task execution, robustness with respect to failure
of one or more agents, and scalability. On the other hand, they
introduce challenging issues such as the handling of distributed
information data, the coordination among agents, the choice
of communication protocols, the design and verification of
decentralized control laws, and security issues.
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This paper focuses on the problem of collision avoidance
management of a very large and dynamically changing number
of autonomous vehicles moving in a shared environment.
Each vehicle is assumed to have different task to accomplish
in terms of reaching a target configuration. In a centralized
approach a single decision maker must know current and
desired configuration of all agents in order to determine
collision free controls for each vehicle. Although correct and
complete algorithms for the centralized traffic management
problem may exist, they typically require a large amount of
computational resources. Furthermore, centralized approaches
typically are very prone to faults of the decision maker. Decentralized approaches require that each vehicle plans its own
trajectory based only on information limited to neighboring
vehicles. A decentralized approach is typically faster to react
to unexpected situations, but safety verification is an issue as
domino effects of possible conflicts may prevent convergence
to solutions in some conditions. Furthermore, a decentralized
approach ensures scalability of the system. Indeed, the amount
of information required by each vehicle is independent of the
total number of vehicles in the scenario that may change
in time. In particular, in our approach vehicles are aware
of the position and orientation of nearby agents, within a
certain sensing or communication radius, but have access to no
other information such as goals or velocities. All agents make
decisions based on a common set of rules that are decided a
priori, and rely on the assumption that other agents apply the
same rules.
Traffic management has been often attacked in the hypothesis that vehicles have rather simple dynamics, allowing
them to stop rapidly to clear possible impending conflicts,
and change direction of motion instantly. This assumption is
however inapplicable (or imposes too conservative limits on
velocities) for most practical vehicles, which have important
dynamics preventing immediate stops (as e.g. with cars or
marine vessels) or not allowing stops at all (as with aircraft). In
this paper, we focus on the harder problem involving agents
which cannot stop, by considering a simplified but realistic
kinematic models of their dynamics. The model assumes that
the vehicle move with constant speed subject to curvature
bounds. This model well suites the scenario of vehicles such
as aircrafts cruising on a planar airspace.
In recent years, the problem of safely coordinating the
motion of several robots sharing the same environment has
received a great deal of attention, both in robotics and in
other application domains. A number of techniques have been
developed for omni-directional (holonomic) robots, most of
them requiring some form of central authority, either prioritizing robots off-line, or providing an online conflict-resolution

mechanism, e.g., [1]–[4]; a characterization of Pareto-optimal
solutions has been provided in [5]. In [6] the problem of path
planning is divided into global and local path planning, and AI
techniques are used in combination with real-time techniques.
In [7] and [8], formations of robots are considered, where a
motion plan for the overall formation is used to control a single
”lead” robot while the ”followers” are governed by local control laws, sensing their positions relative to neighboring robots.
In [9] a framework exploiting the advantages of centralized
and decentralized planning for multiple mobile robots with
limited ranges of sensing and communication maneuvering
in dynamic environments, is presented. Several decentralized
algorithms have appeared, e.g. [10], [11] for holonomic robots,
and [12] for aircraft-like vehicles. The literature on flocking
and formation flight, which has flourished recently (e.g.,
[13]–[15]), while ultimately leading to conflict-free collective
motion, does not address individual objectives, and vehicles
are not guaranteed to reach a pre-assigned individual destination. Very recently, Kyriakopoulos and coworkers introduced
decentralized control policies ensuring the safe coordination
of non-holonomic vehicles [16]. However, the control laws in
[16] are not directly applicable to our case, in which vehicles
are constrained to move at constant speed, and cannot stop or
back up. Furthermore, they assume that each agent is aware
of the (fixed) total number of agents in the scenario.
In the literature dealing more specifically with air traffic control, the early work of [17] introduced the so-called
roundabout technique, which shares some of the qualitative
characteristics of the solution considered here. This policy
was proven safe for two- and three-aircraft conflicts [18],
[19]. A different approach, relying on the solution of MixedInteger Linear Programs (MILPs), and on the local exchange
of information among “teams” of aircraft, was proven safe
(i.e., collision-free) for encounters of up to five aircraft [20].
Remarkably, to the authors’ best knowledge, papers in multiagent traffic management appear to focus uniquely on proving
safety of proposed policies, while the liveness issue (i.e.,
conflict negotiation in finite time) is typically disregarded.
In this paper, we discuss a control policy, first introduced
in [21] which is (i) spatially decentralized, and (ii) provably safe, regardless of the number of vehicles present in
the environment. The method builds on [10], wherein the
case of holonomic robots moving in an environment with
stationary obstacles was considered by introducing a spatially
decentralized cooperative control scheme guaranteeing that no
collisions occur between robots using limited sensing range.
Our policy will be proved to be safe for an arbitrarily large
number of vehicles, and indeed very effective in negotiating
conflicts of several tens of vehicles. In considering liveness
and safety of the proposed policy, we provide conditions
under which both properties are satisfied. Unfortunately, the
formal verification that such conditions are sufficient to ensure
liveness appears to be overwhelmingly complex. We therefore
assess the correctness of the conjecture in probability through
the analysis of the results of a large number of randomized
experiments. Notice that in [10], no liveness guarantees were
given, and indeed counterexamples were provided.
The study of probabilistic methods for analysis and design

of control systems has recently received a growing interest in
the scientific community. In particular, probabilistic methods
are widely used in robust control [22]. These methods build on
the classical Monte Carlo approach and provide theoretically
sound justification of results based on probabilistic inequalities
theory. Unlike classical worst-case methods, such algorithms
provide a probabilistic assessment on the satisfaction of design
specifications.
II. BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
Let us consider n mobile agents moving on the plane at
constant speed, along paths with bounded curvature. Let the
configuration of the i-th agent be specified by gi ∈ SE(2),
the group of rigid body transformation on the plane. In
coordinates, the configuration of the i-th agent is given by the
triple gi = (xi , yi , θi ), where xi and yi specify the coordinates
of a reference point on the agent’s body with respect to an
orthogonal fixed reference frame, and the heading θi is the
angle formed by a longitudinal axis on the agent’s body with
the y = 0 axis.
Each agent enters the environment at the initial configuration gi (0) = g0,i ∈ SE(2), and is assigned a target configuration gf,i ∈ SE(2). The agents move along a continuous path
gi : R → SE(2) according to the model

 ẋi (t) = vi cos(θi (t))
ẏi (t) = vi sin(θi (t))
(1)

θ̇i (t) = ωi (t)

where ωi : R → [− RvCi , RvCi ] is a bounded signed curvature
i
i
control signal. Linear velocity vi is constant and can be supposed equal to 1 for each agent without lost of generality. In
this paper we consider homogenous mobile agents in terms of
equal curvature radius RCi = RC . Without loss of generality
we can scale the control ωi ∈ [−1, 1] by considering RC = 1.
Define the map d : SE(2) × SE(2) → R+ as the distance
between the positions of two agents; in coordinates,
d(g1 , g2 ) = k(x1 , y1 ) − (x2 , y2 )k2 .
A collision is said to occur at time tc between two agents, if
the agents are closer than a specified safety Euclidean distance
ds , i.e., if d(gi (tc ), gj (tc )) < ds . Hence, associating to each
agent a safety disc of radius RS = ds /2 centered at the agent
position a collision occurs whenever two safety discs overlap.
A dynamic feedback control policy is a map π : Z ×
2SE(2) → [−1, 1], (z, ḡ) 7→ ω that associates to an individual
agent a control input, based on a set of locally-available
internal variables z ∈ Z, and on the current configuration
of other agents in the environment. We use the shorthand
ḡ ⊂ {g1 , . . . , gn } ⊂ SE(2), to indicate a set of cardinality
card(ḡ) < n, summarizing the available information about
other agents. The policy π is said spatially decentralized if
it is a function only of the configurations of agents that are
within a given alert distance da from the computing agent;
that is, we say that policy π is spatially decentralized if
π(z, ḡ) = π(z, Neigh(g, ḡ, da )),
where the map Neigh extracts neighbors of g from ḡ, i.e.,
Neigh(g, ḡ, da ) = {ĝ ∈ ḡ|d(g, ĝ) ≤ da }.

Decentralized control policies, acting solely on locally available information, are attractive because of their scalability
to large-scale systems, and of their robustness to singlepoint failures. However, since the agents act only on local
information, global properties of a decentralized control policy
are often hard to establish.
The objective of this paper is to report a spatially decentralized feedback control policy that satisfies, under certain
conditions, the following two properties:
• Safety: No conflicts are generated, i.e.,

•

Fig. 1.

The reserved region of a nonholonomic vehicle.

∀t > 0, i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, i 6= j : d(gi (t), gj (t)) ≥ ds .
(2)
Liveness: At least one vehicle eventually reaches its
destination:
∃tf ≥ 0, i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : gi (tf ) = gf,i .

(3)

Note that if agents are removed from the environment upon
arrival to their target, the liveness condition stated above can
be applied recursively, to ensure that all agents will eventually
reach their targets.
A basic assumption is that decisions are taken by each agent
according to an a priori set of rules that each vehicle respects,
i.e. a cooperative behavior between agents is required.
III. T HE PROPOSED

MOTION COORDINATION POLICY

In this section, we propose a spatially decentralized feedback control policy based on a number of discrete modes of
operation, and as such the closed-loop system is a hybrid
system. Properties of the control policy will be described in
Section IV. In order to introduce our control policy, we need
to define some of its elements.
A. Reserved region
This policy is based on a concept of reserved region, over
which each active agent claims exclusive ownership. Let the
map c : SE(2) → R2 , (x, y, θ) 7→ (xc , y c ) associate to the
configuration of an agent the center of the circle it would
describe under the action of a constant control input ω = −1.
In other words,
(xc , y c ) = c(x, y, θ) = (x + sin(θ), y − cos(θ)) ;

and (ii) once stopped, it can be moved in any direction,
provided one waits long enough for the heading θ to reach the
appropriate value. As a consequence, for example, the center
of the reserved region can follow any continuous path within
an arbitrarily small tolerance, unlike model (1). Note that it
is always possible to keep the reserved region fixed, with the
corresponding agents moving along a minimum-radius circle
entirely contained within it, see Figure 1.
B. Constraints
A sufficient condition to ensure safety is that the interiors
of reserved regions are disjoint at all times; if such a condition
is met, conflicts can be avoided if agents hold their reserved
regions fixed, and move within them (by setting ω = −1).
As a consequence, each point of contact between reserved
regions defines a constraint on further motion for both agents
involved. More precisely, if the reserved region of agent i is
in contact with the reserved regions of agents with indices in
Ji ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, the motion of the agents is constrained as
follows
ẋci (xci − xcj ) + ẏic (yic − yjc ) ≥ 0,

see figure 1.
The reserved region for the i-th agent is defined as a disc
of radius 1 + Rs centered at c(gi ):
Ri (t) = {(x, y) ∈ R2 : k(x, y) − c(gi (t))k2 ≤ 1 + Rs }. (4)
The motion of the point (xci , yic ) is described by the following equations:
ẋci (t) = (1 + ωi (t)) cos θi (t)
ẏic (t) = (1 + ωi (t)) sin θi (t).

Fig. 2. Worst case scenario for the choice of the alert distance. In our case
RC = 1 and RS = d2s .

(5)

Furthermore, we associate a heading angle to the reserved disc
that coincides with the agent heading θi . Hence, θ̇ic (t) = ωi (t).
Our policy is based on the following basic observations: the
model described by (1) and (5) is such that the reserved
region (i) can be stopped at any time, by setting ω = −1,

∀j ∈ Ji .

(6)

In other words, the velocity of the i-th reserved region is
constrained to remain in the convex cone determined by the
intersection of a number of closed half-planes.
Note that the full set of constraints can be computed
assuming that each agent is aware of the configuration of all
agents within an alert distance da = 2(1 + 2Rs ); see to figure
2. In addition, the amount of information needed to compute
the bound is uniformly bounded, independent from the total
number of agents in the system: in fact, the maximum number
of agents whose reserved region is in contact with the reserved
region of the computing agents is six, see figure 3. Concluding
the proposed policy does not depend upon the number of the
agents in the environment.
Let us define the set-valued map Θ : SE(2) × 2SE(2) →
S1
2 , associating to the configurations of an agent g and of its

Fig. 3. The vehicle in the center of the cluster exchange information with
the six neighbor agents.

Fig. 5.

The proposed policy in a single agent case.

where ∆f = c(gf ) − c(g), and φ : R2 \ 0 → S 1 is a function
returning the polar angle of a vector. Note that reserved region
move along straight lines according to (7); clearly, such a
policy is not optimal (in a minimum-time or minimum-length
sense), but it does provide a simple feasible path for the agent
from the current configuration to its target, see figure 5.
Fig. 4. The set of allowable directions in which the center of the i-th
reserved region can move, generated by the contact with the reserved regions
of vehicles j, m and k respectively.

neighbors (in ḡ) the set of allowable directions in which the
reserved region of the computing agent can translate without
violating the constraints (6). For a connected, non-empty set
B ⊂ S 1 , B 6= ∅, let us define max(B) and min(B) as the
elements on the boundary of B, respectively in the positive
and negative direction with respect to the bisectrix of B.
Finally, define the map Θ− (g, ḡ) = Θ(g, ḡ) \ min(Θ(g, ḡ)).
In other words, the output of Θ− is an open set, obtained
removing the boundary in the clockwise direction of the cone
of feasible reserved region translations, see figure 4. Whenever
Θ is a proper subset of S 1 , max(Θ), min(Θ), and Θ− are well
defined. If Θ = ∅, or Θ = S 1 , we set Θ− = Θ.
C. Holding
As previously mentioned, setting ω = −1 causes an immediate stop of an agent’s reserved region’s motion. We will say
that when ω = 1, the agent is in the hold state.
D. Right-turn-only steering policy
Our concept for decentralized conflict-free coordination is
based on maintaining the interiors of reserved regions disjoint.
Assuming that no constraints are violated, an agent will
attempt to steer the center of its own reserved region towards
the position it would assume at the target configuration. In a
free environment, this can be accomplished switching between
the hold state and a straight state:

0
if k∆f k2 > 0 and θ = φ(∆f )
ω=
(7)
−1 otherwise

E. Rolling on a stationary neighboring reserved region
If the path of the reserved region to its position at the target
is blocked by another reserved region, a possible course of
action is represented by rolling in a pre-specified direction
(in our case, the positive direction) on the boundary of the
blocking region. Since in our setup agents communicate only
information on their states, not on their future intentions, care
must be exercised in such a way that the interiors of reserved
regions remain disjoint
Let us start by assuming that the reserved region of the
neighboring agent remains stationary; in order to roll on such
region, without violating safety constraints, the control input
must be set to

(1 + ds /2)−1 if Θ− (g, ḡ) 6= ∅ and θ = max(Θ)
ω=
−1
otherwise
(8)
A possible trajectory in case of a stationary obstacle is reported
in figure 6.
The above policy is obtained by switching between the
hold state and a roll state; note that when in the roll
state, the agent is not turning at the maximum rate.
Note that (8) also addresses the case in which the agent’s
motion is constrained by more than one contact with other
agents’ reserved regions. The only case in which the agent
will not transition to the roll state, is the degenerate case in
which Θ is a singleton, and Θ− is empty.
F. Non-stationary neighbors
In general, the reserved region of an agent will not necessarily remain stationary while an agent is rolling on it.
While it can be recognized that the interiors of the reserved
regions of two or more agents executing (8) will always remain
disjoint, it is possible that contact between two agents is lost
unexpectedly (recall that the control input of other agents, their

straight
ω=0

θ∈
/ Θ−
∨ $∆f $2 = 0

θ = φ ∈ Θ−
∧ $∆f $2 > 0

hold
ω = −1

−

θ∈
/Θ
∨θ = φ
∨ $∆f $2 = 0
∨ τ = 2π

θ∈
/ Θ−
∨θ = φ
∨ $∆f $2 = 0

rroll

Fig. 6.

ω = +1

Trajectory in case of stationary neighboring reserved region

θ = max(Θ−)
∧φ ∈
/ Θ−
∧ $∆f $2 > 0

roll
ω=

1
1 + ds/2

τ ←0
θ != max(Θ−) ∧ θ ∈ Θ−

constraints, and their targets, are not available). In this case,
we introduce a new state, which we call roll2, in which
the agents turns in the positive direction at the maximum rate,
i.e., ω = +1, unless this violates the constraints. The rationale
for such a behavior is to attempt to recover contact with the
former neighbor, and to exploit the maximum turn rate when
possible. The roll2 state can only be entered if the previous
state was roll.

Fig. 7. A hybrid automaton describing the Generalized Roundabout policy.

•

•

G. Generalized Roundabout Policy
We are now ready to state our policy for cooperative, decentralized, conflict resolution; we call it Generalized Roundabout
(GR) policy. The policy followed by each vehicle is based on
four distinct modes of operation, each assigning a constant
value to the control input ω. As a consequence, the closedloop behavior of an individual agent can be modeled as a
hybrid system.
We now introduce the hybrid system modeling the dynamics
of a single agent. We define a hybrid system as a tuple
S = (Q, X, U, Φ, ∆, Inv, Init),
where Q is a set of discrete states, X is the continuous state
space, U is a set of exogenous inputs, Φ : Q×X ×U → T X is
a function describing the continuous dynamics of the system,
∆ is a relation describing discrete transitions, and Inv, Init
denote the invariant and initial conditions set, respectively. We
refer the reader to the relevant literature for a more in-depth
discussion of the hybrid systems formalism (e.g., [23]–[26]
and references therein).
More in detail, the model for an individual agent can be
specified as follows:
A =({roll, roll2, hold, straight}, SE(2) × R, 2SE(2) ,
ΦGR , ∆GR , InvGR , Init),
•

•

The discrete states Q = {roll, roll2, hold, straight}
correspond to constant inputs ωroll = (1 + ds /2)−1 ,
ωroll2 = +1, ωhold = −1, and ωstraight = 0, respectively.
X = SE(2) × R: in addition to its own configuration,
each agent can keep track of time through a clock τ .

U = 2SE(2) : The exogenous input is a set ḡ ⊂
SE(2) summarizing the available information about other
agents. Since we are dealing with a decentralized policy,
ḡ can be restricted to contain solely neighbors within an
alert distance da = 4 + ds .
The map ΦGR is derived from (1), substituting the
appropriate value for ω, based on the discrete mode,
and by the clock rate τ̇ = 1, i.e., it can be written in
coordinates as follows:
ẋ = cos(θ)
ẏ = sin(θ)
(9)
θ̇ = ωq , q ∈ Q
τ̇ = 1.

The initial set for each agent is unrestricted, i.e., the
hybrid state z = (q, x) can take any value in Q × X.
• We do not explicitly write down the GR policy and its
transition relations, guards, and invariants, but we refer
the reader to Figure 7, which should provide the necessary
detail in a clearer fashion.
The multiple-vehicle system we are considering is the
parallel composition of n agents
•

SGR = A1 |A2 | . . . |An

(10)

coupled through their configurations, communicated through
the individual agents’ exogenous inputs; SGR does not have
exogenous inputs itself (We do not define the operation of
parallel composition here; see, e.g., [27] for details.)
IV. A NALYSIS OF THE P OLICY
The policy described in the previous section can be shown
to provide effective solutions for large-scale problems, such
as e.g. the 70-agents conflict resolution illustrated in fig. 8. In
this section, we investigate properties of the proposed policy
and methods to systematically assess conditions under which
the policy is applicable and provides solutions which are
guaranteed to be collision-free (i.e. safe) and to ultimately
lead all agents to their goals avoiding stalls (i.e. non-blocking,
or live).

Fig. 8. A conflict resolution problem with 70 agents in narrow space, for
which the proposed policy provides a correct solution. Initial configurations
are identified by the presence of gray circles, indicating their reserved discs.

A. Admissibility
Consider a framework in which new agents may issue a
request to enter the scenario at an arbitrary time and with an
arbitrary “plan”, consisting of an initial and final configuration.
In this case, it is important to have conditions to efficiently
decide on the acceptability of a new request, i.e. whether the
new proposed plan is compatible with safety and liveness
of the overall system. The decision whether a new flight
plan is admissible may be made by a centralized decision
maker, based only on information on the current and final
configurations of all agents (real-time collision avoidance
remains strictly decentralized, however).
The problem of certifying the admissibility of a requested
plan can be dealt with most effectively by decoupling the
safety and liveness aspects of current and final configurations.
Indeed, for a given policy π, consider the two properties:
P1 : A configuration set G = {gi , i = 1, . . . , n}, is unsafe
for the policy π if there exists a set of target configurations
Gf = {gf,i , i = 1, . . . , n} such that application of π leads to
a collision;
P2 : A target configuration set Gf = {gf,i , i = 1, . . . , n}, is
blocking for the policy π if there exists a set of configurations
G = {gi , i = 1, . . . , n} from which the application of π
leads to a dead- or live-lock.
A plan (G(t), Gf ) is admissible if it verifies the predicate
¬P1 (G(t)) ∧ ¬P2 (Gf ). Simple tests to check the two properties are needed for the Generalized Roundabout Policy.
B. Well-posedness
The first step in our analysis of SGR is to verify that
the Generalized Roundabout Policy leads to a well posed
dynamical system, i.e., a solution exists and is unique, for
all initial conditions within a given set. Indeed,
Theorem 1: The hybrid system SGR is well posed, for all
initial conditions in which the interiors of reserved disks are

disjoint, i.e., kc(gi ) − c(gj )k ≥ 2 + ds , ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Proof: The map (9) is globally Lipschitz in the state
and in the control input; moreover, control inputs are constant
within a discrete mode. The parallel composition of n copies
of the continuous dynamics (9) is also globally Lipschitz.
Hence, in order to establish well posedness of it is sufficient
to show that there is no accumulation point of switching
times, i.e., the number of switches in an open time interval
is bounded, and the control input signal ω is piecewise
continuous.
First of all, note that the number of instantaneous switches
is bounded by three: the specification of invariant conditions
in Figure 7 prevents infinite loops without time advancement.
This can be verified by inspection of the invariants.
Let t0 denote the time at which a switch in the discrete
state has occurred, we need to show that there exists a t′ > t0
such that there are no switches in the open interval (t0 , t′ ).
For simplicity, assume that the discrete state at time t0 is
the terminal state of the sequence of instantaneous switches
occurring at t0 .
In the following, we will consider the i-th agent, and
compute bounds on the time separation between switches,
based on the current state of all agents. We have the following
cases:
a) Case 1: qi (t0 ) = hold.: A switch can be triggered
by the following:
• ∆f,i = 0, θi = θf,i : The agent reaches its final configuration, and is removed from the system.
−
• ∆f,i=0 > 0, θi = φi ∈ Θi : the agent transitions to the
discrete state straight.
• ∆f,i > 0, θi = max(Θi ): the agent transitions to the
discrete state roll.
None of the three above events can occur in the time interval
(t0 , t0 δ1,i ), with δ1,i = min{θf,i − θi , φi − θi , max(Θi ) − θi };
the angle differences are meant to be counted in the direction
of angular motion of the agent, modulo 2π.
b) Case 2: qi (t0 ) = straight.: A switch can be
triggered by the following:
• ∆f,i = 0: the reserved disk has been steered to its final
configuration, and the agent transitions to the discrete
state hold.
• φi ∈
/ Θ−
i : a new constraint on the motion of the reserved
disk is activated, as the consequence of a contact with
another agent’s reserved disk
Neither of the two above events can occur in the time interval
(t0 , t0 + δ2,i ), with δ2,i = min{k∆f,i k2 , minj6=i {kc(gi ) −
c(gj )k2 − (2 − ds )}}.
c) Case 3: qi (t0 ) = roll2.: A switch can be triggered
by events that have already been considered above, plus the
time-out condition τ < 2π. Hence no switches can occur in
time interval (t0 , t0 + δ3,i ), where δ3,i = min{δ1 , δ2 , 2π − τ }.
d) Case 4: qi (t0 ) = roll.: This is the only delicate
case, as instantaneous transitions can be triggered by other
agents’ actions. Let us indicate with j the index of the agent
generating the constraint corresponding to max(Θi ). If qj =
hold, then the invariant θi = max(Θi ) is preserved as the
reserved disk of the i-th agent rolls on the reserved disk of

the j-th agent; switches can be triggered by events considered
above. If qj 6= hold, the reserved disks of the two agents will
detach at time zero—thus triggering a transition of the discrete
state of the i-th agent to roll2; however, since the motion of
the j-th agent is constrained by agent i, in such a way that
the envelope of the reserved disk of agent j forms an angle
χij > 0 (since Θ−
j has been defined as an open set), the time at
which the next switch can occur in this case is no sooner than
t0 + 2 sin(χij /2). Hence, an additional switch cannot happen
in the interval (t0 , δ4,i ), with δ4,i = min{δ2 , (φi − θi )(1 +
ds /2), 2 sin(χij /2)}.
Summarizing, for the whole system, if t0 is a switching time
for at least one of the agents, no other agents can switch within
the interval (t0 , t0 +δ), where δ = mini {δ1,i , δ2,i , δ3,i , δ4,i } >
0.
Therefore, in the following, only initial configurations with
disjoint reserved discs are considered.

a)
Fig. 9.

c)

Livelock-generating conditions for the GR policy with m
b = 6.

a)
Fig. 10.

b)

b)

c)

Blocking executions of the GR policy with m
b ≤ 4.

C. Safety
A test for property P1 is provided by the following theorem.
Theorem 2: If the reserved disks of at least two agents in G
overlap, property P1 (G) is verified. In other words, if kc(gi )−
c(gj )k ≥ 2 + ds , ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, i 6= j, it follows that
∀t ≥ 0, d(gi (t), gj (t)) > ds , ∀ ∈ {1, . . . , n}, j 6= i.
Proof: The proof of the theorem follows directly from
the fact that trajectories gi (t), i = 1, . . . , n are continuous
functions of time. Moreover, within each state the feedback
control policy has been chosen so that reserved discs never
overlap: a transition is always enabled to the hold state, which
stops the reserved disk instantaneously. Since the agents are
always contained within their reserved disk, at a distance ds /2
from its boundary, safety is ensured.

Proof: The proof is obtained constructively by showing
that for all non-sparse target configurations there exists at
least an initial condition that, under the GR policy, produces
a livelock. Let m
b ≥ 2 denote the maximum cardinality of
subsets of Pfc that violate the sparsity condition (11), and let
c
c
Pf,
m
b ⊂ Pf denote one such subset. Take initial conditions for
c
the n − m
b agents corresponding to Pfc \ Pf,
m
b to coincide with
their respective targets.
c
Case m
b ≥ 5. Consider the smallest circle containing Pf,
m
b
and the concentric circle Cm
of
radius
ρ(
m)
b
−
(1
+
R
).
Take
S
b
initial conditions for the m
b agents such that their reserved
discs are centered on Cm
b and head in the tangent direction
(see fig. 9-a). By applying the GR policy to this configuration,
the m
b agents start and stay in hold mode until they all reach
D. Liveness
θi = max(Θ−
i ) and switch to the roll state. Immediately after
The analysis of property P2 is more complex, and the switch, contact between agents is lost, and all switch to
hinges upon the definition of a condition concerning roll2 (fig. 9-b) until contact is re-established, and all switch
the separation of reserved discs associated with target simultaneously back to hold. At this time, agents are in the
c
configurations. Let Gcf = {gf,i
, i = 1, . . . , n} denote the initial configuration rotated by 2π/m
b (fig. 9-c). A livelock
set of configurations of the reserved discs corresponding to cycle is thus obtained after m
b such sequences.
c
Gf , and Pfc = {(xcf,i , yf,i
), i = 1, . . . , n} be the set of their Case 2 < m
b ≤ 4. The construction is analogous to the
center coordinates.
previous case, but Cm
b Take initial
b has now radius ρ(m).
conditions for m
b − 1 agents so that their reserved discs
Sparsity condition: for all (x, y) ∈ R2 and for m = 2, . . . , n, are centered on Cm
b − 1) radians apart and head in
b 2π/(m
the
tangent
direction
(see
fig. 10-a and -b). Place the initial
c
c
c
c
c
card{(xf,i , yf,i ) ∈ Pf : k(xf,i , yf,i ) − (x, y)k2 < ρ(m)} < m,
position
of
the
reserved
disc
of the remaining agent in the
(11)
center
of
C
.
By
applying
the
GR policy, this agent remains
m
b
where

indefinitely in the hold state while the other m
b − 1 remain
2(1 + RS )
for m ≤ 4,
in
the
roll
state.
Indeed,
while
in
roll,
the
admissible
cone
(12)
ρ(m) =
π
))(1 + RS ) for m ≥ 4.
(1 + cot( m
coincides with the half plane determined by the tangent to the
−
In other words, any circle of radius ρ(m), with 1 < m ≤ n, reserved disc of the inner agent, hence θi ≡ max{Θ−
i } ∈ Θi .
−
Moreover, by the same reason, φi 6∈ Θi . Therefore, no guard
can contain at most m − 1 reserved disk centers of targets.
leaving roll is ever active for these agents.
Consider the property:
b = 2. The construction and behaviour in this case is
P3 : A target configuration set Gf = {gf,i , i = 1, . . . , n} is Case m
completely analogous to the case m
b ≥ 5 (see fig. 10-c).
clustered if the sparsity condition (11) is violated.
We have thus proved that sparsity of target configurations
Theorem 3 (Necessary conditions for liveness): Property
P2 (Gf ) is verified for the GR policy if P3 (Gf ) is verified, is a necessary condition to rule out the possibility of blocking
executions of the GR policy. A general proof of sufficiency
i.e. P3 (Gf ) ⇒ P2 (Gf ).

Fig. 11. Three possible situation for two agents with reserved discs in contact,
agent 1 is such that q1 = straight. On the left q2 = straight, in the
middle q2 = hold, on the right q2 = roll

appears to be very complex; however, we can now provide a
demonstration of sufficiency in the simple case n = 2.
Theorem 4: Consider two vehicles such that the center of
the reserved disc in final configurations are at distance larger
than 2ds + 4. The GR policy allows the vehicles to reach their
final destinations in finite time, from all initial conditions such
that the interiors of the reserved disks are disjoint.
Proof: If the reserved disks of the two vehicles will
never be tangent, the two vehicles will reach their goal with
the sequence of controls ω = −1, ω = 0, ω = −1. Otherwise,
when a contact between the reserved discs occurs, we have
six different combinations of mode of operation:
Case 1 q1 = q2 = straight.
Case 2 q1 = straight, q2 = hold.
Case 3 q1 = straight, q2 = roll.
Those cases, reported in figure 11 are such that the contact
will be immediately lost. In the first case no other contacts
will be generated and the goals will be reached with a
sequence of transitions straight, hold for both vehicles. In
the second case the first vehicle will reach its final destination
with a sequence straight, hold, while the second one will
maintains control hold until it is no longer blocked by the
first vehicle, and can move towards its goal; the reserved disks
will no longer touch. In the third case, the second agent will
transition to the roll2 state as soon as contact is lost. The
reserved disk of second agent will never be tangent again to
the reserved of the first one. Hence, the second agent will reach
its final destination with a sequence roll2, hold, straight,
hold, or roll2,straight,hold, depending on the initial and
final configurations.
Let us now consider the following cases reported in figure
12
Case 4 q1 = q2 = hold.
Case 5 q1 = hold, q2 = roll.
It is sufficient to discuss the second case, since if both
vehicles are in state hold they will reach a configuration
that is equivalent to the second case unless one of them can
move through its final configuration without contacts of the
reserved disks. If this occurs, one of the vehicles will be in
state straight and this is the case 2 discussed above.
In the second case the second vehicle will turn on the left
so that the second reserved discs will slide along the first one
until one of the two vehicle are able to move through the goal
or they reach the configuration of case 6 (that will be discussed
below).
Case 6 q1 = q2 = roll.

Fig. 12. Three possible situation for two agents with reserved discs in contact,
on the left and in the middle, agent 1 is such that q1 = hold, while agent 2
q2 = hold and q2 = roll. On the right q1 = q2 = roll.

In this case the contact will be lost immediately, and both
vehicles will switch to roll2; reserved disks may touch
again. If a new contact occurs, the point of contact between
the reserved discs has moved counterclockwise in the first
vehicle’s frame and clockwise on the second one. After this
new contact both vehicles are in the hold state. If one of the
vehicle can move through its final configuration by switching
to the straight state, the configuration is equivalent to Case
2. Otherwise this procedure is repeated. But after enough time
if the distance between target configurations is larger than
2ds + 4, one of the two vehicles will be able to move through
its goal since at least one of the goals is not covered by the
cluster movements. In this case for one vehicle ω = 0 and the
configuration is equivalent to one of the previous cases.
In the next section, we describe a method to approach the
problem of sufficiency from a probabilistic point of view.
V. P ROBABILISTIC

VERIFICATION OF THE

GR

POLICY

Consider the following statement:
Conjecture [Sufficient conditions for admissibility]
The GR policy provides a non-blocking solution for all safe
and non clustered plans (G0 , Gf ).
Let the predicate PGR (G0 , Gf ) be true if the generalized
roundabout policy provides a non-blocking solution for initial
and final configurations G0 and Gf , respectively.
The conjecture can be represented with the logic statement:
¬P1 (G(t)) ∧ ¬P3 (Gf ) ⇒ PGR (G0 , Gf ) = ¬P1 (G(t)) ∧
¬P2 (Gf )
A probabilistic verification of the conjecture can be obtained
following the approach described below (for more details, see
e.g. [22]) as described in [28].
Consider a bounded set B = B0 × Bf where the uncertainty
∆ = (G0 , Gf ) is uniformly distributed. Let G = {(G0 , Gf ) ∈
B|PGR (G0 , Gf )} denote the “good” set of problem data for
which the predicate applies. Also, let C = {(G0 , Gf ) ∈
B|¬P1 (G0 ) ∧ ¬P3 (Gf )} denote the set of safe and non
clustered plans.
Using the standard induced measure on B, the volume ratio
r :=

Vol(G ∩ C)
,
Vol(C)

can be regarded as a measure of the probability of correctness
of the conjecture. A classical method to estimate r is the Monte
Carlo approach, based on the generation of N independent
identically distributed (i.i.d.) random samples within C, which

P′GR (G0 , Gf ) = {J(G0 , Gf ) ≤ γ},
where J(G0 , Gf ) denotes the time employed by the last agent
to reach its goal, and γ is a threshold to be suitably fixed.
An exhaustive probabilistic verification of the conjecture for
wide ranges of all the involved variables remains untractable.
To provide a meaningful set of results, however, some of
the experimental parameters can be fixed according to criteria
indicating the complexity of problems. In other terms, for a
given size of the workspace B, the safety distance ds and the
number of agents n can be chosen so that
1) the area occupied by the agents and their reserved discs
is a significant portion of the available workspace, and
2) the average worst arrival time of agents is substantially
larger than the time necessary for a solution computed
disregarding collision avoidance.
The second criterion provides a qualitative information on the
amount of deviations from nominal paths caused by collisions,
hence on the amount of conflicts occurred.
Several experiments have been conducted to assess how
these two indicators vary with the parameters (see Fig. 13 and
2n
14). With the choice B = ([0, 800] × [0, 700] × [0, 2π)) ,
ds = 18 and n = 10, the area occupied by agents is 7%
of the workspace, and the average worst arrival time is 80%
longer than the unconstrained solution time.
Another set of preliminary experiments have been conducted to choose a threshold time γ which was computationally manageable, yet sufficiently long not to discard solutions.
The percentage of successes of the policy as a function of the
threshold γ is reported in figure 15. From results obtained,
it appears that only minor modifications of the outcomes
should be expected for thresholds above γ = 1600. Finally, an
estimate of the ratio r has been obtained by the probabilistic
approach previously described. In order to have accuracy
ǫ = 0.01 with 99% confidence (δ = 0.01), it was necessary by
(13) to run 27000 experiments, with initial and final conditions
uniformly distributed in the configuration space C. Samples
were generated by a rejection method applied to uniform
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Fig. 13.
Average worst arrival time (over 300 experiments) vs. safety
distance, for a system of 10 agents. The average unconstrained solution time
is close to 520.
Percentage of the workspace
area occupied by reserved discs

Notice that the sample size N , given by (13), is independent
on the size of B and on the distribution.
To obtain an empirical estimate of r through execution of
numerical experiments in our specific problem, the predicate
can be modified in the finitely computable form
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Fig. 14. Percentage of workspace area occupied by agents and their reserved
discs for different numbers of agents.

samples generated in B. None of these 27000 experiments
failed to find a solution within time γ = 4000, hence r̂(N ) =
1. Hence, we can affirm with 99% confidence that the sparsity
condition is sufficient to guarantee admissible plans for the
generalized roundabout policy to within an approximation of
1% in case of n = 10 agents with safety disc of diameter
ds = 18.
A. Qualitative evaluation of the sparsity condition and of the
liveness of the policy
We are now interested in providing qualitative evaluations
of sparsity condition on the targets and the liveness of the
chosen policy .

100
Percentage of arrivals

we denote by ∆i , i = 1, . . . , N . An estimate of r based on
the empirical outcomes
PNof the N instances of the problem is
given by r̂(N ) = N1 i=1 IG∩C (∆i ) where IG∩C (∆i ) = 1 if
∆i ∈ G ∩ C and 0 otherwise.
By the laws of large numbers for empirical probabilities, we
can expect that r̂(N ) → r as N → ∞. Probability inequalities
for finite sample populations, such as the classical Chernoff
bound [29], provide a lower bound N such that the empirical
mean r̂(N ) differs from the true probability r less than ǫ with
probability greater than 1−δ, i.e. P r{|r− r̂(N )| < ǫ} > 1−δ,
for 0 < ǫ, δ < 1. The Chernoff bound is given by
 
1
2
N > 2 log
.
(13)
2ǫ
δ
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Percentage of arrivals with respect to threshold time γ.

The dimension of C in B depends on the value of the
number of agents n and the value of the associated safety
radius RS . Figure 16 represents the normalized dimension of
C in Bn with respect to variation of n ∈ {2, . . . , 20} and
RS ∈ {2, . . . , 40}. In figure 17 the z-axis view is reported.
Projections of the isodimensional curves on the (n, RS ) plane
appear to be hyperbolas, i.e. n RS = const..
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Fig. 18. Significant instants and whole agents trajectories (bottom-right) of
a simulation with seven agents
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Fig. 16. The normalized dimension of C in B with respect to variation of
n and RS .
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Fig. 17. Projections of the isodimensional curves on the (n, RS ) plane
appear to be hyperbolas.

Furthermore, notice that for those value of n and RS , the
total space occupied by agents is around the 4 − 5% of
the whole workspace. To give an idea, in terms of agents
occupancy this means that in a workspace of dimension
7meter × 8meter we are able to manage safely 10 agents with
a safety disc diameter of 60 centimeters.
VI. S IMULATIONS AND A RCHITECTURE I MPLEMENTATION
As reported in previous section, a large number of simulations have been conducted with parameters of different
values. In figure 18 some significant instants and whole agents
trajectories of a simulation with seven agents are reported for
reader convenience.
On the other hand, a scalable platform has been designed
for safe and secure decentralized traffic management of multiagent mobile systems and applied to the proposed scenario
with the GRP policy. The architecture is based on wireless
communication between agents and provides vehicles of services such as the localization service or the authorization
one. In the current implementation localization is provided to
vehicles by a centralized server through camera that monitor
the environment. The authorization server is responsible of
testing the admissibility of a proposed plan as described in
section IV-A. In figure 19 some screenshots of a three-vehicle
case is reported with overprinted reserved discs.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS

Using values of n and RS such that the dimension of C
in Bn is larger or equal to 95% we have verified, with the
proposed probabilistic approach, that with 99% confidence
the sparsity condition is sufficient to guarantee liveness of
the generalized roundabout policy to within an approximation
of 1%. For the remaining 5% of Bn \ C more than 20000
simulations have been run. In the 96.433% of cases such
simulations have terminated with the reaching of the goal
configurations, i.e. no livelock has occurred. In conclusion,
regarding the liveness property of the proposed Roundabout
policy, we can affirm that for some particular values of n and
RS in more of 0.99 · 0.95 + 0.96433 · 0.05 = 99.8% of cases
all agents will eventually reach the goal configurations.

AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have outlined a novel spatially decentralized, cooperative policy for conflict-free motion coordination
of non-holonomic vehicles. All of the computations involved
in the proposed policy are spatially decentralized, and their
complexity is bounded regardless of the number of agents, thus
making the policy scalable to large-scale systems. The policy
gives rise to a hybrid system, which can be shown to be well
posed, and safe, if the initial conditions satisfy a rather nonrestrictive (but possibly conservative) condition. Conditions
on admissibility (safety and liveness) of problems for the
policy to provide correct solutions have been investigated. A
probabilistic method has been used to verify the correctness
of a conjectured condition.

Fig. 19.

Snapshots of GRP evolution in a three-vehicle scenario
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